
THE GRANITE OF DARTMOOR

T
O approach an understanding of the structure of any land it is 
necessary to have recourse to geological history, and the extent 
of our knowledge of such history will determine the measure of 
success. In one respect the geologist is happy beyond other historians: 

his evidence may be incomplete but it cannot be impugned on any 
ground of uncertainty: that rests with the interpretation only.

The rocks of the Devonian period in Devon are all of marine origin, 
but are not necessarily the deposits of a deep sea. Thus, the Devonian 
limestones of South Devon, Plymouth, Yealmpton, Ashburton, New
ton Abbot and Torquay, are fossil coral reefs, and there is no sound 
reason for the supposition that the species of coral which built those 
reefs were capable of living and growing at any greater depth below 
the surface than can the species now living. At a generous estimate this 
would give a depth of forty fathoms to the waters in which the reefs 
originated.

No similar approximation can be given to the Emit of depth at 
which the rocks known as ‘ grits’ have been formed, but sandstones of 
any sort are not consistent with deep-sea beds. Accordingly the evi
dence of the series known as the Staddon Grits is also in favour of a 
relatively shallow sea. More markedly the Wearde-Efford series of grits 
in the Plymouth area is a deposit of shallow waters; indeed, since with 
the Wearde-Efford series there are associated beds containing pebbles 
up to at least 2 lb. in weight, the presence of a land surface in the im
mediate neighbourhood must be accepted (Worth, R. H., 1916, p. 246).

Nowhere in the Devonian series of Devon does there appear to be 
any rock which must or can be regarded as a deep-sea deposit. While, 
in South Devon at least, there is evidence that land cannot have been 
far distant, possibly over the area now occupied by the English Chan
nel.

In the Carboniferous Age Devon still lay below the waters of the 
sea. The evidence as to the depth to which it was then submerged is 
incomplete. It would certainly appear that at times deep-sea conditions 
prevailed, otherwise it would be difficult to account for the radiolarian 
chert beds; although it may well be that these beds were formed in less 
than abyssal depths. On the other hand, speaking of the Carboniferous 
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system in general in this area, the frequent presence of grit beds and of 
plant remains must indicate relatively shallow waters. The series even 
develops sandstones and conglomerates, as for example at Ugbrooke 
Park, and these certainly indicate shallow water.

There must have been movements both of elevation and depression, 
which our evidence does not suffice to clearly indicate either as to 
periods or intensity. But it seems certain that during the Devonian and 
Carboniferous periods Devon formed a part of the bed of a sea, through 
which none but trivial areas rose to form dry land at any time; a sea 
which at the close of the Carboniferous Age had grown more shallow.

The crust of the earth never rests, and there are periods when it 
exhibits mobility far in excess of the mean, especially localized mobility. 
The evidence is to be found in the disturbance of strata which must in 
their origin have been approximately uniform and level. One such 
period of crust-crumpling followed, at what precise interval cannot be 
said, the last deposits in the Carboniferous sea. The compression was 
in two directions, east and west, and north and south respectively. Of 
these the north and south compression was the more significant, and 
ultimately resulted in the formation of a mountain chain, of which 
Devon and Cornwall are to-day the denuded remnant.

The rock strata formed during the Devonian and the Carboniferous 
ages were squeezed into far less than their original horizontal extent, 
and thus of necessity raised into a ridge the apex of which was far above 
their former level. Intense local folding of the strata was a necessary 
consequence; the folds ranging from microscopic to structural features 
causing inversion of strata. The confusion caused was such as all the 
generations of geologists have as yet but partially unravelled.

From north to south in Devon the minor waves of this great move
ment can be seen. Unlike the larger movements they can be recognized 
even by the unpractised eye, and need no toil in detection or interpre
tation. The eastern shore of Plymouth Sound exhibits the contortion 
of the Staddon Grits, in the Devonian series; the neighbourhood of 
Okehampton will supply an example in the Carboniferous of mid
Devon; and the coast carries the evidence to North Devon.

Thus the movement was distributed between major and minor folds, 
shear planes and faults, in accordance with the stresses caused by the 
general uplift. The whole movement must have covered a long period, 
developing at the then free surface of the earth, and extending to greater 
depths as the surface yielded. The last stage would be the upward 
squeeze of the molten rock which was later to form the granite of Dart
moor. This doubtless introduced a new feature in the dynamics of the 
movement, sustaining and yet further elevating the rocks above it. But 
there would be a partial relief of pressure on the north and south of the 
axis of the ridge which extended from Dartmoor to the Isles of Scilly, 
since the upward movement of the granite was accompanied by the
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partial depletion of the reservoir from which it derived. Similar relief 
may have been afforded at intervals along the length of the ridge, be
tween the points at which the superincumbent strata most readily 
yielded. It may be from this cause that the granite now appears on the 
surface as a series of severed exposures. Thus came into being the moun
tain whose denuded stump is now Dartmoor.

Whether it was from the first an island, or whether it rose from sur
rounding land is not known; but never since its formation has it been 
wholly submerged.

THE DIFFERENT TYPES OF GRANITE
It has been suggested that the granite of Dartmoor belongs to three 

distinct types, the product of three separate movements. In a sense it 
may be said to present several hundred types, the product of strictly 
localized conditions, but throughout the mass there is a striking con
stancy of composition.

Two principal conditions have been the cause of such differences in 
chemical composition as have been detected:

(1) Absorption of earlier rock material at contact surfaces. The molten 
granite in contact with the sedimentary rocks through which it rose to 
its present levels exercised a limited solvent action, and superficially 
absorbed aluminous material. Only in such granite will be found 
the pinite pseudomorphs after cordierite, or the almandine garnets 
which are occasional constituents. The presence of cordierite demands 
the addition of magnesia, iron and alumina to the normal constituents 
in their normal quantity; and almandine equally demands the addition 
of manganese, iron and alumina.

In the extreme case of small veins of granite which have penetrated 
the slates the absorption of aluminous material has been sufficient to 
lead to a very free development of andalusite, a silicate of aluminium 
which contains 63% of alumina. Such veins are to be found at Great 
Nodden on the Lyd, near the Island of Rocks on the West Ockment, 
at Ford near Sticklepath, and elsewhere. In some of these veins the 
andalusite forms the bulk of the rock.

Associated with pinite and almandine, wherever these are found in 
the Dartmoor granite, there is always an unusual amount of dark 
mica, which more usually completely ensheaths the almandine crystals.

Wherever the garnet, the pinite and the excess of dark mica are 
found, there will also be other evidences that the present surface of the 
granite is not far below the original surface of contact with the slates. 
Thus, in the Erme Valley, there is pinite in the granite of the quarry 
on the eastern verge of Henlake Down; eastward from this, pinite is 
found at least as far as Cuckoo Ball, a distance of two miles, and north
ward to Lower Piles, a distance of two and a half miles.

At Henlake Down the actual contact of the granite and the slate
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Inay be traced; over the whole pinitic area occasional fragments of 
slate may be found; and at Brown Heath, five and a half miles north of 
Henlake Down, there is a considerable inlier of sedimentary rock.

Over the whole of this pinitic area occasional almandine crystals may 
be found.

(2) The addition of constituents by subsequent penetration of the already 
consolidated granite by vapours and fluids as a last stage of igneous activity. 
The principal constituents so supplied were fluorine and boron, and 
their effect has largely been to enter into combination with the pre
existing minerals of the normal granite, with the formation of new 
minerals, such as tourmaline and fluorspar, with topaz at times.

Their effect has not been purely additive, for some of the minerals of 
granite contain alkalis as essential constituents, and in the presence of 
fluoric or boric acid these alkalis may be removed from the mineral, 
by the formation of soluble compounds. In such manner the felspars 
may be reduced to kaolin, the alkalis being removed, water added, and 
an excess of silica set free—part to be possibly carried away and lost, 
part to be redeposited as veins elsewhere in the rock.

Thus, if we express the composition of orthoclase and of kaolin by 
the following formulae, without alleging that these represent the true 
constitutional formulae, we obtain:

Orthoclase (K2O) (A12O3) 6(SiO2) 
Kaolin 2(H2O) (A12O3) 3(SiO2), 

where kaolinization is seen to involve the loss of the potash of the 
original felspar, the addition of two molecules of water, and the loss 
of three molecules of silica.

This is but one example of the class of alteration which may be 
caused by percolating vapours and fluids of an acid character. It happens 
to be an important example quantitatively and commercially.

The fluorspar which occurs as an occasional constituent of the 
granite would seem to be derived as one of the products of attack by 
the same agents upon the relatively rare lime felspars of the rock. 
Calcium fluoride is nearly insoluble, whereas potassium fluoride is 
highly soluble, hence the preservation of the former in the rock, and 
the loss of the latter.

Geologically speaking, the formation of the borosilicate of the alkalis 
with iron and magnesium, which is known as tourmaline, and which 
also contains fluorine, is at least as important as the kaolinization of the 
felspars. There is no occurrence of kaolin on Dartmoor which is not 
associated with tourmaline, but tourmaline is frequently present where 
there are no indications of kaolinization.

It would appear that tourmaline is one of the original minerals of the 
granite, but in its principal development it is obviously the product of 
secondary action. It occurs in veins associated with quartz, and at 
times tin; it lines joint faces where its presence is frequently accompanied 
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by a reddening of the adjacent rock; it completely permeates large 
masses of rock replacing original minerals, and especially felspars; it is 
said to replace mica, but this last change if it does occur in the granite 
is negligible in quantity.

The apparent vagaries of tourmalinization would no doubt be cap
able of systematization were we in possession of the necessary data. 
There are rocks in which the whole of the finer-grained ground-mass 
has been reduced to a mixture of tourmaline and quartz while the por
phyritic felspars have remained unattacked; there are others of which 
the ground-mass has similarly suffered while the porphyritic felspars 
have been replaced by quartz alone; in yet other instances the ground
mass has remained unaltered but the larger felspars have all been re
placed by quartz-tourmaline pseudomorphs. Nodules of tourmaline 
occur in porphyritic granites; and in fine-grained felsites there are at 
times to be found globular replacements of the rock by quartz-schorl 
material, some such globes may be six inches in diameter or over; they 
are entirely isolated, each with its own centre from which this form of 
alteration has spread, and they are not associated with veins of tour
maline.

The tourmaline linings of the joint faces are readily to be under
stood, since the joints would form the natural channels for the solfateric 
agents; but all the other forms of alteration involve the general penetra
tion of the granite by the chemical agents and their selective action. No 
doubt there has been some physico-chemical cause for such selection, 
some reason why in places the smaller generation of felspars has been 
attacked while the larger crystals have escaped; or for the contrary effect; 
doubtless also some explanation for the origin of the tourmalinization of 
the fine-grained and seemingly homogeneous felsites at discrete centres, 
and its spread about those centres; but the determining influences are 
wholly unknown to us. This much is clear, wherever tourmaline is 
present in quantity it is of secondary origin, and subsequent to the con
solidation of the granite mass.

There has been some variation in the attempted tripartite division of 
the Dartmoor granite. Godwin-Austen claimed that there were three 
ages, those of the schorlaceous granite (the particular form of tourma
line most frequent on Dartmoor being known as ‘schorl’), the por
phyritic, and the elvan. At times the schorlaceous granite has been 
recognized as the product of secondary alteration, and in its place has 
been substituted dark fine-grained granite of a basic composition as the 
first of the supposed series.

Gradually the idea of granite of successive ages and distinct charac
ters fell into disfavour. Years ago my father wrote (Worth, R. N., 
1892, p. 127):

“What I have to suggest therefore is this: that instead of our granites 
and felsites being of three periods as Mr. Godwin-Austen held; or of 
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two periods as we have been accustomed to hold of late; that they with 
the felspathic traps of Central and East Devon—are really one. I do not 
of course mean that they are absolutely contemporaneous, but that 
they are part of one and the same great series of igneous activities. That 
the elvans and felsites are later than the granites is clear, because they 
traverse them; but this may have happened at any period subsequent to 
consolidation, and need not infer any great range in time. What is 
equally to the purpose is the fact, hitherto too much overlooked, that 
porphyritic felsites traverse some of the felspathic traps, and must so 
far therefore be subsequent to them.”

In their report on the petrography of the Dartmoor granite, Flett 
and Dewey (1912, pp. 38-42) give the following classification of 
types:

“I. The normal granite, rather coarse-grained with large pheno
crysts of felspar.

“II. Fine-grained granites that occur as veins in the normal granite. 
Many of these rocks are aplites. . . . They are later than the 
coarse granites but belong undoubtedly to the same magma.

“III. Hornblende-oligoclase pegmatites with large crystals of quartz 
and felspar, also occurring as veins in the main mass though 
less commonly than the aplites. ... A very remarkable 
pegmatite is found as a vein at Bittieford Down. It contains 
hornblende, an unusual mineral in granite pegmatites. . . . 
Nothing that is known about this rock would indicate that 
it has derived its hornblende from the digestion of a green
stone accidentally involved in the granite, for such inclusions 
occur in the Dartmoor granite, and have no resemblance to 
this pegmatite.

“IV. Dark fine-grained biotite-granites, sometimes porphyritic and 
occurring as inclusions and basic segregations. . . . These 
occur in the form of spherical and spheroidal masses ranging 
in size from one inch in diameter to as much as six inches.... 
It is difficult to make certain whether they represent broken 
fragments of early basic masses of granite that were disrupted 
and partly dissolved by the later intrusions, but no large area 
of rocks of this type has ever been encountered, and hence 
the theory that they are segregations which crystallized as 
scattered lumps of small size, before the consolidation of the 
rest of the magma, is perhaps the most probable that can 
be advanced.”

For my own part I would prefer a somewhat different classification. 
I would start with:

G.1. A compact, almost flint-like, felsite. This I have described under 
the name of ‘felsite A’ (Worth, R. H., 1902, p. 511; 1903; 1912; 1937). 
I have it traced from Legis Tor in the Plym Valley on the west, around 
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the southern border of Dartmoor to Hayford in the Mar die Valley on 
the east. Wherever it occurs it forms the superficies of the granite and 
is obviously the chilled margin. Its gradual passage into the granite can 
be traced at places. Except for an occasional very fresh felspar, and for 
blebs of quartz, it has no porphyritic constituents. That large areas of 
this rock were exposed in quite recent geological times and have been 
removed by denudation is proved by its frequency as a constituent of 
the Start Bay beaches. It is obviously of the same age as the granite of 
which it forms the outer surface, and it presents one extreme of the very 
varied structure affected by the granite. In section it is cryptocrystalline.

Flow structure is not infrequently developed; often masked by the 
deep indian-red colouration, it shows well on some weathered and 
bleached surfaces, certain of the striae having resisted the weathering 
much more successfully than the general body of the rock, and thus 
retained their colour where their surroundings have bleached. Plate 18 
(above) shows flow-structure in felsite A, as exposed by weathering, a 
specimen from the bed of the Ludbrook at the foot of Ugborough 
Beacon. Pl. 18 (below) shows a weathered surface of felsite A from 
Hole, near Chagford. The cryptocrystalline structure of the rock is in
dicated in the specimen I once figured from the Hen Tor area in the 
Plym Valley (Worth, R. H., 1902, Pl. III, Figs. 1 and 2).

G.2. A very fine-grained rock, microcrystalline in most specimens. This 
usually contains porphyritic felspar, and is frequently darkened by much 
small dark mica. The last, however, is by no means a constant feature.

This rock occurs as inclusions in the granite. All the ‘ basic inclusions’ 
fall in this class; but it is by no means always basic in character.

Flett and Dewey (1912) appear to restrict the size of the inclusions 
formed by this rock to a range of 1 to 6 inches in diameter, having seen 
none larger. But these dimensions are greatly exceeded. I may instance 
an inclusion in a boulder at Beardown which is 25 in. in diameter 
(Pl. 6b) and another in the summit mass of Kestor which is 4 ft 
2 in. in length (Pl. 6a); an example in the granite of Hey Tor Quarry 
measures 4 ft 6 in. by 3 ft 6 in.; while an inclusion in the summit rocks 
of Higher White Tor, West Dart Valley, is fully 10 ft in length.

These dimensions by no means represent the limit: there are much 
larger masses of the same class of rock, occurring in a similar manner, 
but the complete boundaries of which cannot be traced in the field. 
One such occurs at Birch Tor, and another most probably at Kes Tor.

Rather frequently the more common form of this rock is referred to 
as‘blue granite’, but the name cannot be universally applied since some 
forms are buff in colour, inclining to pink or brown at junctions with 
the including granite, and others are much darkened by biotite.

Since more normal granite is also at times called ‘blue’ where its 
shade justifies that term a certain ambiguity is occasioned. Thus Bram- 
mall and Harwood (1923) state that “in the normal ‘blue granite’ of 
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the Haytor area, and in a somewhat similar type quarried at Prince
town, the content of garnet is almost negligible”. On the other hand, 
Evans (1899), who first reported garnet from the Princetown area 
(Swell Tor) says “they [the garnets] are only found in what is technic
ally termed ‘blue granite’.” He was doubly right, for at Swell Tor not 
only are they found in what Brammal and Harwood call blue granite, 
but that rock itself occurs as patches of varied shape in the granite mass, 
and not continuously. It is coarser in grain than the usual inclusions.

Rather frequently, notably in Lakehead Newtake, near Postbridge, 
the inclusions occur in very irregular form. Partly the softening of the 
inclusions by the heat of the surrounding rock, partly their invasion by 
the solvent action of the same rock, have caused a marked departure 
from the normal ovate or spheroidal forms which the smaller included 
blocks affect elsewhere. There are embayments of the general mass in 
the inclusions and projecting tongues of the latter in the general mass. 
A broken surface shows common boundaries such as might be assumed 
by two highly viscous and immiscible fluids if slightly stirred together, 
but there are always abrupt and clear boundaries along which the rocks 
meet, and there is no mingling of substance.

G.2 is of frequent occurrence. I find that I have noted it in fifty-one 
localities, while I have entered twenty-two stations at which it was 
sought but not found. This is by no means a complete record, and the 
negative evidence has the common weakness of its class, that it may at 
any time be countered by a chance discovery.

G.3. The general mass of the Dartmoor granite. This may be either 
coarsely porphyritic or very fine in grain, with all intermediate forms. 
Granites of either coarse, medium or fine may each be found predom
inant over areas which are to be measured by miles. It is equally true 
that any two of the varieties may be found associated in quite small 
blocks of rock, even in hand specimens; while a single quarry may 
afford examples of all three. From Meldon Hill, Chagford, to Easdon 
will be found one area of coarse granite; Bonehill Rocks, Bell Tor and 
Chinkwell above Widecombe afford another area.

From the Princetown road near West View Cottages to Foggintor 
Quarry the rock is of intermediate type, and the surface blocks are 
sound workable stone. This may be taken as a typical exposure.

Perhaps the best continuous exposure of the really fine grain lies 
between Clazywell Pool and the Newelcombe brook, but the valley 
of the Avon above Brent Moor House is also notable. Here at Shipley 
Tor a coarse granite may be seen to meet really fine-grained material 
in the rock on the summit. Similar rock is to be seen to the south of 
Black Tor on the opposite bank of the river, and has been worked in 
the quarry above Brent Moor House. North of this the enclosure of 
Ryders Rings stands on an area of fine-grained felsite with schorl 
nodules. This, or similar felsite, can be traced at some parts of the 
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moor as passing into felsite A. It also occurs as veins in the granite. One 
such vein, decomposed, will be found in the growan which forms the 
bank beside the Sheepstor Road near the Sheepstor Dam. Another 
occurs in the granite near Cumsdon Tor. In each instance the rock is 
red, although colour cannot be taken as diagnostic in a country where, 
as at Rutt Quarry near Ivybridge, eight or nine different colours occur 
in the same rock.

More important, perhaps, is the very general occurrence of globular 
schorl nodules in this felsite. At Ryders Rings the weathering of the 
rock has released the nodules and they occur in numbers in the surface 
soil, while at Cumsdon Tor they are still fast in the rock.

Where any of these grades, the coarse, the medium and the fine meet, 
the plane of contact may be wholly irregular, or it may follow the 
jointing or pseudo-bedding of the rock, or be regular but without 
reference to either jointing or pseudo-bedding. At one and the same 
exposure it may partly follow the joint and the bed, and in part depart 
from both.

At the quarry opened for the supply of stone to the Venford Dam 
of the Paignton Waterworks fine-grained material occurred inter
spersed with quite coarse, almost giant granite, both forming portions 
of the same blocks.

The passage from fine grain to markedly porphyritic is sometimes 
gradual, but confined to a very narrow width. This is especially apt to 
be found near junctions with the sedimentary rocks.

And either fine or coarse may be confined to a small area. An instance 
from the quarry opened on the flank of Yennadon Down close to the 
junction of the slate and granite may be cited. The quarry was worked 
for the purpose of supplying stone for the heightening of Burrator 
Dam. Certain of the blocks obtained were traversed by narrow veins 
or streams laden with biotite, and in these veins almandine garnets 
were found, up to five-eights of an inch in diameter. Biotite was also 
present throughout, but in much less quantity. To take one of the 
blocks for closer description. In this, as in all, the notes are necessarily 
limited to the extent of the block itself. From the edge, which is the 
limit of our observation, for a width of 3 or 4 in. the granite is fine in 
grain and without porphyritic felspar. This class of rock then meets, 
along an irregular boundary, a vein of very dark micaceous material, 
varying in width from 7/8 in. to not much more than 1/8 in. This dark vein 
meets on a very regular boundary a thin vein, about 1/4 in. wide, of very 
light grey, on the far side of which the dark micaceous material again 
occurs to the same widths and with the same irregular junction with the 
granite. But the granite on this side of the composite micaceous-grey- 
micaceous vein is porphyritic, the felspars ranging up to 2 in. long and 
3/4 in. wide, and so lying as to indicate flow-structure parallel to the 
composite vein. The porphyritic granite forms a belt 3 1/4 in. wide, and 
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then passes rather abruptly into granite of fine grain as at the edge of 
the block.

To those familiar with the contacts of felsitic dykes and their boun
daries, interpretation is easy in part. The granite where it touched the 
adjacent slate took some part of the slate into solution and thus acquired 
additional alumina and iron, and some manganese. Before the material 
in contact with the slate had become solid there was a further move
ment of the invading granite which swept this contact material from 
the surface of the slate and caught it in the general advance, in which it 
was drawn out into veins of some persistence, as a thread of coloured 
water may maintain its individuality for some distance in a stream. 
On a larger scale the granite which had been near the slate, but not in 
actual contact, would have been rapidly cooled and its crystals would

Fig. 9. Section of block from Yennadon.

be small; while but a few feet farther distant the cooling effect would 
have been much less and porphyritic crystals would have developed in 
the yet fluid mass. The general advance would mingle these two viscous 
fluids, and striae, large or small, would again result. It is to be noted 
that the porphyritic granite was still certainly fluid when the advance 
took place, since the felspars have arranged themselves in distinct flow 
structure.

Here within the space of a few feet I believe that we have the clue 
to the complexity of the structure of Dartmoor, as regards the relations 
of the various varieties of granite in the field. Fig. 9 is a drawing of 
part of the face of this block, and Pl. 17A provides a photograph. It 
would have been well to preserve the mass as a specimen, but this was 
impossible.

G.4. Felsites and some pegmatites intrusive in the granite. The grain 
of these felsites closely resembles that of the rock classed as G.2; and 
even the mineral composition is at times practically identical.
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These felsites were intruded after the mass had developed both 
jointing and pseudo-bedding. They frequently occupy more or less 
vertical joints in the granite; less frequently they form sills and part the 
bedding; at times they may be seen to pass from the joints to the bed
ding and back again to occupy the joints; at times they break irregu
larly across from bed-joint to bed-joint, breaking through the inter
mediate bed. In the rock mass on the summit of Loughtor a vein of 
very hard and fine-grained granite forms a sill parting the horizontal 
pseudo-bedding, which it does not everywhere follow with precision, 
but at places crosses at a low angle.

Some few of these intrusive veins in the granite are exceptional in that 
topaz is freely developed. Veins presenting this peculiarity occur above 
Shipley Bridge on the Avon, immediately below the waterfall, and 
will be referred to later.

In another direction the pegmatites are also a departure from the 
normal, some would seem to be almost cotemporaneous with the mass 
of the granite, even as the pegmatite which occurs in the Meldon 
Aplite (see Worth, R. H., 1920) appears to be cotemporaneous with the 
aplite.

In this attempted classification I have purposely avoided undue stress 
on either mineral or chemical composition. I would be the last to ignore 
these features as aids to understanding, but the results obtained with 
the microscope and in the laboratory, useful as they are as aids to inter
pretation, must be subservient to field work. They may send you back 
again and again to the field, and may put many a promising theory to 
the test, but the final answer is not with them.

On all the evidence, and no item has been cited above which cannot 
be paralleled and supported, I conclude that the intrusion of the granite 
into the root of the Dartmoor mountain was a continuous process; it 
had its checks, and its periods of more rapid advance, but no breaks suf
ficient to constitute distinct stages in the process. I see no valid evidence 
of granites of differing ages and composition. One uniform magma 
rose slowly into its present position; its variations in grain have refer
ence to the conditions of its cooling; its variations in chemical composi
tion have reference to the class of rock with which it formed contact, 
and its opportunity for absorbing some part of such rock.

The forefront of the advancing granite at the start of the intrusion 
would meet cool sedimentary rock, and would be chilled sufficiently 
rapidly to form the rock which I have called felsite A. Rock so cooled 
would be solid long before its solvent action on the contact sedimen
tary rock could have any appreciable effect. The depth to which this 
rapid chill was effective is known to be but slight.

If no further material advance took place at any one point, there 
G.1 (felsite A) would remain in contact with the sedimentary rock. If 
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a material advance took place both G.1 and the contact surface of the 
sedimentary rock would most probably be torn away and merged in 
the advancing material. The new surface of the granite would come 
into contact with rocks already heated, the chill would be slower, and 
none but a granular felsite might be expected to be found, perhaps a 
micro-granite. Later still, any forward movement would find the sedi
mentary rock yet higher in temperature and the granite would con
solidate with an even coarser grain; finally, toward the end of the 
advance there might be no appreciable chill and the contact granite 
might attain so coarse a grain as to be properly described as ‘giant’.

All the facts support this suggestion. Contact granite is to be found of 
every grain, from cryptocrystalline felsite to giant granite. With each 
upward stage of the advance the granite cap would be longer in solidi
fying and the possibility of its taking some part of the contact rock into 
solution would be enhanced.

It might well happen that in any one part of the granite surface a 
pause might suffice to enable the surface to take solid form to some 
depth; the next pulse might bring the molten magma which passed 
through and round the solid crust and between it and the sedimentary 
rock. Thus a coarser rock might both overlie and form veins of irregu
lar shape and size in a finer and earlier consolidation.

At the same time it would be probable that fragments of the finer 
grain would be broken off and included in the coarser; thus G.2 would 
arise. All such fragments would probably, unless of exceptionally large 
dimensions, be well rounded by solution by the hot magma, even in 
some circumstances so thoroughly softened as to have new forms im
pressed by the flow. Larger inclusions would preserve their form, except 
for a rounding of any angles; and many would preserve the jointing 
and pseudo-bedding which they had assumed on cooling. All these 
features are in strict accord with that which has been found.

It may be noted that the presence of porphyritic felspars in both G.1 
and G.2, if these are indeed the products of the first consolidation of 
the mass from point to point, fully accords with the view that ortho
clase was the first of the minerals of the granite to crystallize out, pos
sibly some of the quartz was of the same date, but that appears uncer
tain. Flett and Dewey, as well as other workers, have arrived at a similar 
conclusion on other grounds.

It is worth considering the points, that G.1 is confined to the southern 
half of the margin of Dartmoor, and that the southern half of the Dart
moor granite is at a distinctly lower elevation than the northern. It has 
been seen that the presence of G.1 demands that no advance should 
have been made after the first wave of intrusion. We thus seem to have 
some evidence that the upward movement of the granite continued in 
the northern part of the Dartmoor mass after it had ceased at the 
southern margin, and that the Yes Tor—High Wilhays ridge is not only



Fig. 10. Section of exposure below Shipley Waterfall, Avon.
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the highest part of the mass, but is also the product of the last upward 
movement of which any trace survives in situ.

THE G.4 FELSITIC VEINS IN THE GRANITE
As regards any part of the granite mass the felsitic intrusions (G.4) 

are obviously the last effort of the intruding force; but it is quite pos
sible that the intrusions in one area may be earlier in date than the sur
face of the general mass in another. All such veins and sills must be 
later than the consolidation of the rock in which they are found, since 
they follow partings which were only developed on cooling. Consider
ing how narrow some of the veins are, their surroundings at the time 
of their injection must have been at a high temperature, although 
solid, for otherwise the material of the vein must have been cooled to 
the point of setting, and thus have barred its own advance.

The rock of some of the veins is abnormal, and appears to indicate 
the absorption of material from the sedimentary rock, masses of which 
may well be included in the depths of the granite.

Three such abnormal veins, each marked by a high content of topaz, 
are to be seen traversing the granite on a bare and water-worn surface 
below Shipley Waterfall on the Avon. The exposure is interesting. 
The joints disclosed may be collected into three groups, the members 
of each having the same general direction, but not attaining parallelism. 
On the measured drawing, Fig. 10, these groups have been distin
guished as L, M, N, respectively. As to group L, the directions are as 
follows: Li, n. 85° w.; L2, n. 87° e.; L3, n. 8i° e.; L4, n. 84° e.; 
L5, n. 87° E.

In group M the directions are: Mi, n. 320 e.; M2, n. 540 e.; M3, 
n. 500 e.; M4, n. 390 e.; M5, n. 530 e. In group N the directions are: 
Ni, N2, and N3, all n. 90 w., with slight irregularities.

The history of these groups after formation has been varied. Of 
group L, four joints are still very close, none are schorl-lined, but the 
rock on either side of L3 shows signs of slight alteration. L4 has opened 
to admit a vein of felsite 3 1/2 in. thick.

In group M three of the joints are schorl-lined, the other two, M1 
and M5, have opened, M1 to admit a vein of felsite 2 1/4 in. thick, and 
M5 to admit a similar vein 5 in. thick. In group N all the joints are 
schorl-lined.

It will be noted that the veins of felsite dislocate the joints which 
they cross, and are not themselves traversed by such joints. From all 
the indications it is probable that the joints which are schorl-lined were 
in that condition before the felsite was intruded.

We may gather that after the granite had solidified and developed 
its joint-system there came a stress the consequent strain of which was 
relieved by the opening joints with an east and west trend, but which 
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did not affect the north and south joints; and that this movement 
afforded the opportunity for the injection of the felsite. Except where 
joints are simultaneously opened by a general movement it would be 
impossible that felsite veins should thrust apart the large masses in
volved.

JOINTING IN THE GRANITE
The consideration of the Shipley exposure introduces the general 

question of the joints throughout the area of Dartmoor. Joints and 
pseudo-bedding are alike the result of the contraction of the rock on 
cooling. Their direction has been determined, everywhere, by the local 
conditions; and particularly by the form of the surface of the granite 
when it cooled. Thus, if the granite at any place formed a long ridge 
thrust up into the sedimentary rock, joints might be expected to be 
formed parallel to the axis of the ridge, and less regularly across the 
axis. Once formed, local or regional movements might influence the 
joints by opening out certain of them, and so emphasizing them, and 
by holding close yet others. But such movements would not bring into 
being a new set of joints, the strain being always met by the yield of 
existing parting planes.

Ormerod (1869) and others have claimed a certain predominance for 
joints bearing nnw. and E.-and-w. in the moulding of the tors. Ormerod 
cites de la Beche, who in turn had quoted Sedgwick and Enys, but the 
page references to de la Beche’s report are inaccurate, p. 165 should be 
164, and p. 171 should be 271. These authorities were writing of 
the granite of Devon and Cornwall as a whole. De la Beche, how
ever, applies his remarks to the granite of Dartmoor, and includes 
in his statement that on a large number of observations it would be 
found that 80% differed by no more than 14 degrees from the (then) 
magnetic north, and another 15% differed from that direction by no 
more than between 14 and 20 degrees. Reduced to true north this 
would mean that 80% of all joint directions lay between n. 11° w. and 
n. 390 w. De la Beche was a wonderfully accurate observer and it 
might seem wholly unnecessary to check his observations. I have, 
notwithstanding, taken notes at 178 stations on Dartmoor, which 
include all but three of the tors which are rock-capped, and have 
measured the directions of 795 joints. These observations cover the 
whole extent of Dartmoor, ranging from Yes Tor on the north to 
Ugborough Beacon on the south; and from Feather Tor on the west 
to Hel Tor on the east. If there were any sort of real preponderance of 
nnw. and E.-and-w. joints it must show when these observations are 
statistically treated. I have plotted the results, compass fashion, taking 
firstly groups of five degrees (thus 450 would represent all angles 
between 42 1/2° and 47 1/2°), secondly, groups of 150, and, thirdly, groups of 
450. The results show a slight preponderance of E.-and-w. joints, less 
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than 2% of the whole number in excess of the mean. There is no sort 
of indication that nnw. is a favoured direction. Notwithstanding the 
relatively small number (795) of the observations which are possible, 
even when these have been made complete for each station, one is 
justified in concluding that no great directional regional force has been 
at work, but that the joints have been determined by purely local con
ditions. Had there been more joints to record, the uniformity of their 
distribution between all points of the compass would have been even 
more marked. Taking the compass constructed on the 150 groups, the 
east-and-west direction, which is the most favoured, represents but 
10.7% of the whole, while with equal distribution its share would have 
been 8.33%; and this is the grouping which shows the greatest diver
gence from means.

If we take arcs of 28° to correspond with de la Beche’s figures, we 
find that his favoured quarter contains 15.1 % of the whole observations, 
whereas if the distribution had been uniform it would have contained 
15.55%. It is therefore in deficiency. The supposed nnw. tendency may 
be dismissed: there is certainly no approach to his 80%.

Similar difficulties attend Ormerod’s selected observations; thus he 
says that the main block of Watern Tor is divided into three by n.- 
and-s. joints. The actual direction of those joints is n. 390 w., thirty- 
nine degrees divergent from his statement. At Hey Tor Ormerod 
speaks of E.-and-w. joints, they are actually n. 740 e. and n. 6o° w., 
representing errors of 160 and 300 respectively.

The difficulty of overtaking an error, especially when it has been sup
ported by well known authorities, is admittedly great, and the labour 
involved considerable, hence the full treatment which has been given 
to this point.

It is quite safe to conclude from the evidence that the local conditions 
of cooling determined the direction of the joints, and also the matter of 
their being vertical or, in the alternative, inclined. Ormerod recognized 
that where the joints are inclined there is no rule as to the direction of 
such inclination; but he added that the east-and-west joints are inclined 
more than the north-and-south; possibly he means “are more often 
inclined”.

Of inclined joints, that is to say joints which stand at 85° or less to 
the horizontal, I have noted 82. These are very irregularly distributed 
as to their compass bearings. If the matter is simplified by regarding 
all bearings from n. 450 w. round by north to n. 450 e. as north-and- 
south; and all bearings between n. 450 w. and west together with all 
between n. 45°e. and east as east-and-west, then there are 32 north-and- 
south inclined joints, and 50 east-and-west inclined joints, so that east-and- 
west are predominant. But the maxima of inclined joints occur around 
n. 6o° e. and n. 6o° w., respectively. As to inclination, the north-and- 
south joints deviate from the vertical by a mean of 200, and the east- 
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and-west joints deviate from the vertical by a mean of 19.2°, a difference 
which is without significance.

Of all such joints, whatever the bearing, the number dipping with 
some southerly trend is to the number dipping with some northerly 
trend as 3 is to 2.

The same joint may dip both south and north, for instance there is 
at Vixen Tor a joint which strikes n. 6o° w. and dips at different parts 
510, s. 300 w. and 64°, n. 300 e. There are many similar instances.

Where granite of fine grain occurs in the same tor as coarse-grained 
rock the jointing in the two rocks is rarely coincident. Thus at Lints 
Tor the joints in the coarse rock strike n. 20 e. and n. 82° e., while 
those in the fine rock strike n. 530 w., n. i6° w., n. 340 E. and n.83°w., 
here one of the joint-directions is common to both rocks. At Crowter, 
in the valley of the West Dart, the joints in the coarse rock lie n. 63° e., 
n. 300 w., and n. 70 w., while those in the fine rock lie n. 500 w. and 
n. 150 e. These divergences support the suggestion that the rocks con
solidated at different dates.

A few marked coincidences within the area best known to an 
observer are very apt to lead him to hasty generalization, and of sub
sequent observations those which fall in with that generahzation prove 
naturally the more impressive. In this manner it is possible to fall into 
ready error. With a wide area the statistical method affords the only 
safe way, but it is a time-devouring method, and time needs oppor
tunity. As one to whom opportunity has been given I have been con
cerned to record the facts, and have of necessity indicated where my 
record diverged from previous statements. So far as that constitutes 
criticism of my predecessors, it is tempered with an indebtedness to 
them for the foundations of field geology. The work of the pioneers is 
to-day too little regarded.
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Plate i 7

A. Quarried block from Burrator, showing vein of contact granite drawn 
into general mass. ‘A—A’: light vein in centre of vein of contact material; 
above this—fine-grained granite; and below—porphyritic granite with 

flow structure.

B. Rock-basin, Gutter.



Plate 18

Felsite A. Weathered Surface.

Above: Ludbrook, Ugborough. Below: Hole, Chagford.


